At Kartesia, we believe that companies with high environmental, social and governance standards are typically
better run, have fewer business risks and ultimately deliver better value for investors. We therefore consider
the assessment and management of ESG issues as a key component of the application of its values and have
anchored responsible investment into our investment philosophy and process.

3.1. SUSTAINABILITY THROUGHOUT THE INVESTMENT CYCLE
Kartesia’s responsible investment approach includes considering ESG at all stages of the investment process.

At Kartesia we have specific ESG procedures and KPIs for each of our asset classes. In this section we detail how we
integrate ESG for our corporate loan investment. Our procedures for our CLO investments are detailed in section 3.4.

1. DEAL
ORIGINATION
PHASE
2. DUE
DILIGENCE
PHASE

RESPONSIBLE INVESTING
AT KARTESIA
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3. INVESTMENT
HOLDING
PHASE

4. DEAL
EXITING PHASE
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DEAL ORIGINATION

INVESTMENT HOLDING PHASE

DEAL EXIT

Each Monday, the deal flow list is reviewed with the

DUE DILIGENCE AND INVESTMENT
DECISION

During the investment holding phase, we engage with

As a private debt investor, conducting ESG analyses at

Managing Partners, the investment teams, and the

The due diligence process includes a second phase

most of our portfolio companies on a regular basis,

exit is usually not required, since the asset is not sold

Head of CSR & ESG. Deals might be directly declined

of negative screening, once the investment team has

whether through ad hoc discussions on ESG topics,

but debt is reimbursed.

during this weekly call based on negative screening (the

received more information on the portfolio companies,

ESG site visits or by a presence on the companies’

sectoral and geographical ESG-related exclusion list is

including detailed sources of revenue, sector and the

board.

included in Kartesia Sustainability Policy).

location and profile of its main clients.

Note that the Head of CSR & ESG, the Managing

Once this second screening is passed, the investment

Partners and the investment teams are undertaking

team draft an investment memo. All our investment

ESG training on a regular basis, including the PRI

memos include an ESG scoring and an ESG due

Academy, CANDRIAM Academy, the Kartesia Procedures

diligence section. At this point the deal team identify

& ESG Day and the Kartesia’s Quarterly ESG Best

and analyse the possible ESG red flags identified during

Practices updates.

discussions with management or sponsor.
All of the target companies in our primary deals also fill

learnt regarding ESG at exit and may provide this infor-

Kartesia is monitoring the ESG performance of its

mation to possible new debt investors or the sponsor if

portfolio companies using the following methods:

appropriate.

•

All our primary deals (and, from 2021 onwards,
secondary deals too) fill in an ESG Questionnaire
on an annual basis, from which we extract and
monitor ESG KPIs;

•

The portfolio companies’ carbon footprint is
assessed by Sustainalytics on an annual basis;

in a detailed ESG due diligence questionnaire. Starting
from the end of 2021, the scope of the companies

•

A weekly press review is carried out at Kartesia to

included in the ESG due diligence questionnaire will be

identify potential ESG implications communicated

extended to secondary deals.

through the press;

The Head of CSR & ESG is an attendee of all investment

•

The four main ESG KPIs are monitored on a

committees and consulted on ESG topics prior to any

quarterly basis and communicated to LPs via the

investment decision. She also has a veto right in case

quarterly LP Reports:

of any ESG concerns.

◊

Do we engage with the company?

◊

Do we have a board seat?

◊

Do the products and / or services of the

“The due diligence phase is critical for private

company have a direct positive impact on the

debt players like us, as we often only have
limited access to management and little or no
direct influence on the company. During this
phase, we have more negotiation levers and
may request changes regarding ESG.”

environment or society?
◊

Did the company fill in the ESG questionnaire
for the last fiscal year?

•
Coralie de Maesschalck

Nevertheless, we undergo an evaluation of the lessons

Additional extraordinary ad hoc analyses may
also be performed if required. During 2020,
for instance, a COVID-19 impact analysis was
performed on the entire portfolio. An additional

All rejected investment decisions are tracked by

review of the portfolio’s companies’ cyber security

Kartesia in its CRM tool to monitor the rationale. The

launched in late 2020 is currently ongoing, as the

number of deals that we rejected for ESG reasons since

number of IT system intrusions has considerably

we started this tracking amounts to 30.

increased in 2020, notably due to homeworking
related vulnerability exploits.
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3.2. OUR PORTFOLIO AT A GLANCE 2

3.3. CORPORATE LOANS INVESTMENTS

Kartesia manages the portfolio of five credit funds, investing across the full spectrum of the European secondary

3.3.1. ENGAGEMENT 3

and primary leverage loan market (senior debt, mezzanine, high yield and CLO liabilities), focusing on small and
mid-market companies.

Engagement refers to interactions between the investor and current or potential investees on
ESG issues. Engagements are undertaken to influence (or identify the need to influence) ESG
practices and/or improve ESG disclosure 4 .
Kartesia’s fund size in AuM and number of invested companies (except CLOs)

€0.2bn
0.2

6

KCO III

€0.7bn

17

KCO IV

0.7

4
10

14

€0.5bn

KSO I
KSC I

0.5
€0.5bn

aimed at improving the ESG performance of invested companies. Kartesia strongly believes in its power to ignite
change and accompany invested companies in their contribution to a better society, on a healthier planet.

8

KCO V

In accordance with its corporate responsibility objectives, Kartesia has implemented an active engagement policy,

13

The scope of companies engaged on ESG issues represents 93% of the total invested capital (CLO investments
excluded).

10
22
16
3

€0.05bn
Total
portfolio
AuM

# of
companies
(primary deals)

# of
companies
(secondary
deals)

# of CLO
vehicles

Engagement in % of AuM (excluding CLOs) and in number of invested companies per fund
(as of Q1 2021)

€0.7bn

No engagement

13%

Engagement

€0.5bn
3%

To assess and improve the portfolio’s ESG performance, we adapt our responsible investment
€0.2bn
21%

approach to our different types of investments as we invest in corporate loans and CLOs. We
also have specific ESG KPIs and tools for each of our asset classes.

KCO III

At Q1 2021

20

97%

100%

KCO V

KSO I

15

16

79%

In number of
companies

2

87%

€0.5bn

12

KCO IV
21

3
4 At Q1 2021

Source: UN PRI
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To further foster ESG initiatives, Kartesia aims at pursuing an active role on companies’ board, either through an
observing position or as a board member with one or multiple seats. Kartesia is present on 41 out of 51 invested
companies’ boards, as either an observer or a member, representing 88% of the total invested capital (CLO
investments excluded).

BEST-IN-CLASS ENGAGEMENT EXAMPLE
Kartesia played a key role in the decision to invest in the waste
plant to transition from a pure industrial wastewater treatment
Board presence in % of AuM and in number of invested
companies per funds (as of Q1 2021)

unit to a comprehensive circular economy project. ADL Biopharma
will invest into a biomethane facility that will (i) convert waste into
energy, (ii) reduce the environmental footprint of transporting the
solid waste 200km away for treatment, and (iii) capture hazardous

€0.7bn

waste from local farms in the Leon province

9%

Board members
Board observers

33%

No board presence

€0.5bn
5%

€0.5bn
18%

30%
€0.2bn
25%
29%

59%

73%
65%

47%
KCO III

9%
KCO IV

KCO V

KSO I

RISK PREVENTION EXAMPLE
With the support of Kartesia on the board, VET+A took actions
supporting gender diversity & equality, including hiring female HR
Through its engagements, Kartesia was able to implement sound reporting procedures, including ESG reporting in

and commercial directors. They also implemented a long-standing

34 invested companies, representing 73% of the total invested capital (CLO investments excluded).

teleworking policy, set up a training program for employees and

Furthermore, engagement actions achieved specific improvements specifically focusing on promoting gender

hired employees with disabilities (representing 2% of FTEs).

equality and social well-being, implementing carbon emission-mitigating initiatives or by strengthening the
companies’ governance.

Engagement in AuM and % of total AuM (exlucing CLOs) per type of engagement action
(as of Q1 2021)

€1.3bn

BOARD PROFESSIONALISATION EXAMPLE
€0.6bn
€0.5bn

73%

€0.5bn

Since

Kartesia

entered

the

deal,

Innovation

Group

has

professionalized its board, adding minority representatives, two
independent non-executive directors, one Safety & Health director

29%

26%

36%

and observers, and also ensured all parties have improved access
to information.information.

In number of
companies
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Environmental
engagement

Governance
engagement

Social
engagement

13

12

14

Reporting
engagement
34
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3.3.2. CLIMATE 5

Sector weighted carbon intensity per fund
(FY 2020)

Our mission is to provide liquidity and credit solutions to European small/mid-market companies. We currently
observe a relatively low level of ESG reporting by those companies. Additionally, our position as a lender may not
always lead to discussions with management or increased ESG reporting, as it is, unfortunately, not often front-

KCO III

of-mind for target companies, particularly in secondary deals. We decided to compensate for the lack of ESG data

Industrials

from our portfolio companies by using statistical models.

of our portfolio companies. As our portfolio comprises are private companies that seldomly report on carbon

including size, industry and FTE, and estimates the overall weighted carbon intensity of each fund. The resulting

Other

report allows us to drill down to the sector and peer level.

77%
8%

Telecommunications
services

5%

Healthcare

4%

6%

Other

0%

6%

To account for the disparity between carbon-intensive industries, and less-carbonated industries such as service-

Carbon intensity per fund in tCO 2 e per USDm
(FY 2020)

related industries, each company is assigned a score based on its percentile rank within a peer group from its

The climate impact of Kartesia’s portfolio is assessed

sector. Both the methodology and the peer group composition and score calculation is provided by Sustainalytics.

based on its portfolio companies’ scope 1 and scope
2 emissions of tCO2e and by the companies’ carbon

10%

Information
Technology

compare it with an appropriate benchmark. This model considers several criteria for each portfolio company

Consumer
discretionary

29%

Healthcare

emissions, Sustainalytics uses statistical models to estimate the carbon footprint of the total portfolio and

Materials

55%

Consumer
discretionary

Since 2015, we have teamed up with the service provider Sustainalytics to annually assess the carbon footprint

METHODOLOGY

KCO IV

The score is expressed as a mark, from A to E, described in the table below.
KSO I

123

intensity, expressed as the sum of scope 1 and scope
2 emissions per million USD of total revenue. The data

KCO V

INTENSITY PERCENTILE RANK IN PEER

93

is retrieved from company reporting and estimates
provided by Sustainalytics.

KCO IV

143

The average carbon intensity of a portfolio is computed
based on the weighting of each portfolio company and
its individual carbon intensity. Kartesia funds’ average
carbon intensity is benchmarked against the MSCI
Europe Index. As of end of 2020, all Kartesia’s funds

KCO III

147

MSCI Europe

SCORE

DESCRIPTION

Lower than 20%

A

Lower Intensity Company

Between 20% - 40%

B

Below Average Intensity Company

Between 40% - 60%

C

Average Intensity Company

Between 60% - 80%

D

Above Average Intensity Company

Higher than 80%

E

High intensity

166

displayed average weighted carbon intensities below

The percentage of low and average intensity companies (score A, B and C) has been increasing with different fund

the MSCI Europe benchmark index.

6
generations, now representing between 60% and 76% of total invested amount (excluding CLO investments ).

Funds’ average carbon intensities are however difficult to compare as they highly depend on the types of
industries included in the portfolio. As shown in the chart below, certain carbon intensive industries such as

% of fund’s Invested Amount (excluding CLOs) per carbon intensity rank score
(FY 2020)

industrial sectors or material producers (i.e. chemical industries, metal producers) may represent the majority of
a fund’s total carbon intensity.

A
Sector weighted carbon intensity per fund
(FY 2020)

27%

Consumer
discretionary
Telecommunications
services
Other

5

At Q4 2020

24

10%
8%
4%

C

7%

31%

D

45%

21%

5%

44%

16%
15%

KCO V
51%

Financials

6%

B

KSO I
Industrials

5%
13%

Materials
Telecommunications
services
Healthcare
Information
Technology
Other

67%

29%
27%

9%
8%

29%

7%

20%

30%

E

KCO III

19%
12%
KCO IV

KCO V

Eldest fund
generation

9%

6

20%

4%
KSO I
Latest fund
generation

Underlying companies of CLO vehicles are not included in Sustainalytics reporting.
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3.3.3.

CYBERSECURITY

RESULTS OF OUR REVIEW

According to an article published by Forbes earlier this year 7 , the year 2020 saw a record volume of data lost

Kartesia launched a cyber security portfolio review in October 2020. This review showed that, out of our 47

in breaches and the number of cyber-attacks on companies, government, and individuals. The sophistication of

portfolio companies, 4 (or 8.5%) went through a successful cyber-attack recently and 24 (or 51.1%) are not

the threats has also increased from the application of emerging technologies such as machine learning, artificial

covered by a cyber security insurance.

intelligence, and 5G, and especially from greater tactical cooperation among hacker groups and state actors.
Compounding this, the cost of such breaches has been consistently rising in the last few years.
The new vulnerabilities that emerged from shifting to a remote workforce greatly increased the potential of a

ACTIONS TAKEN

cyber-attack and added many vulnerabilities for hackers to exploit from home offices. Also, automated attacks

Following our quarterly portfolio review in November during which we discussed the October cyber security

by hackers and the ability to convert cryptocurrencies via ransomware has added to the cost of cybercrime.

analysis, we set up an action plan. The investment team contacted each of our portfolio companies that did not

Several reports state that ransomware and phishing will remain primary risks in 2021. In response to these rising

have cyber insurance in place, to brief them on the risks of cyber-attacks. We also set up some cyber security best

threats, Kartesia launched a cyber-security portfolio review at the end of last year to assess the vulnerability of its

practices to communicate to our portfolio companies and to deals under due diligence.

portfolio and take necessary action to reduce risks and ensure business continuity.

Several portfolio companies have already acted and are currently investigating the implementation of adapted
cyber-security insurance coverage. We will be following up with all our portfolio companies over 2021 to see how
the best practices have been implemented.
In addition, cyber security is now included in the ESG due diligence for all our new deals.

Malware increased by 358% overall and

From the beginning of February to the end

ransomware increased by 435% as compared

of April 2020, attacks targeting banks have

with 2019.

grown by 238%.

Deep Instinct

8

VMware Carbon Black 10

The average cost of a data breach is 3.86m$

Remote workers will continue to be a target

as of 2020.

for cybercriminals in 2021.

IBM 9

McKinsey 11

7
8 Forbes, Mar 2, 2021, Alarming Cybersecurity Stats: What You Need To Know For 2021, Chuck Brooks
9 https://www.deepinstinct.com
10 https://www.ibm.com
11 https://www.vmware.com

https://www.mckinsey.com
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3.3.4. IMPACT OF PORTFOLIO COMPANIES 12

DESCRIPTION

After setting up ESG KPIs that are reported to our LPs on a quarterly basis as from last month, Kartesia has
identified that some companies within its portfolio may have a positive impact

13

regarding their products or

services on one or several of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

ADL BioPharma is a Spanish CDMO (contract development and manufacturing
organization) specialised in biotechnological products for the food, flavour &
fragrances industries. The products manufactured for its clients have a positive
impact on the environment as they replace key ingredients traditionally refined
from fossil fuels, chemically synthesised, over-harvesting plants or from animal
origin, by identical molecules produced through microbiological processes.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a set of 17 objectives,
developed by all United Nations Member States in 2015, as a universal
framework to improve the wellbeing of society and the planet until
2030. It is widely used to assess the impact of a fund’s companies in

IMPACT
Environmentally friendly chemical manufacturing
and health industry

impact measurement methodologies.

DESCRIPTION
Agilitas is a British IT specialist offering a recycling service for hardware
equipment and thereby addressing the biggest source of waste and carbon
emissions for the industry. As per company data, 97% of recovered equipment
(in terms of value), is successfully returned to the market, extending product life
and reducing waste.

IMPACT
Waste reduction by recycling services

DESCRIPTION
These companies’ products or services may typically
contribute to mitigating the environmental footprint

Percentage of fund’s invested amount (excluding CLOs) with
positive impact of products or services
(as of Q1 2021)

The Ecore Group is one of the leading recycling companies in Europe, managing
the entire recycling process chain for companies and local municipalities from

of business activities, through the production

end-of-life materials’ collection, waste treatment, to transport and trade of new

of energy consumption conscious products, or

secondary raw materials. The company is Luxembourg-based and operates in

to improving healthcare system or education of

France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Hungary, Romania.

populations.

IMPACT
50%

So far, Kartesia has identified that 9% of KCO

Waste reduction by recycling services
39%

30%

III assets, 30% of KCO IV assets, 50% of KCO

36%

V assets and 39% of KSO I assets may be
considered as having a positive impact based
companies with positive impact may represent
close to 36% of the total invested amount
(excluding CLO investments).

Total invested
amount with
positive
impact

KCO III

KCO IV

KCO V

14.6m€

199.5m€

241.3m€ 198.6m€

KSO I

Total
portfolio
€654m

Latest fund
generation

Based on an assessment performed by Kartesia with the help of external consultant INDEFI, not related to what SFDR defines as “Sustainable
investment”
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Ermitage is a private day and boarding school, also known as Ermitage
International School, located in Maisons-Laffitte, near Paris. The school offers an
English bilingual education to about 1,400 pupils, up to French or International
Baccalaureate level.

Eldest fund
generation
12
13 At Q1 2021

DESCRIPTION

9%

on our analysis. On average, the share of

IMPACT
Educational facility

29

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Imapôle is the medical imaging department at Médipôle Lyon Villeurbanne

Optegra is a leading operator of 23 eye hospitals in the United Kingdom, Czech

private hospital. Through specialized tools and a high-performance technical

Republic and Poland. The group provides a range of critical eye-care procedures,

platform, it enables better multidisciplinary cooperation.

such as cataract surgeries and AMD treatment, as well as innovative vision

IMPACT
Health care facility

correction treatments such as laser treatments and implanted
contact lenses.

IMPACT
Health care facility

DESCRIPTION
Kallidus is a talent management software and e-learning provider supporting
employee skill development within organizations through its “Learn”, “Perform”
and “Talent” services.

DESCRIPTION
Tunstall Healthcare is a UK based developer of digital health care technology of
remote telehealth products & services to enable security and independent living
for members of the senior community. The company supports over 5m patients

IMPACT

with its products and services in 22 countries across the world.

Workforce training and education

IMPACT
Health industry

DESCRIPTION
Novasep is a French CDMO (contract development and manufacturing
organization) providing services and equipment for the life sciences and chemical
industries. One of the company’s current primary focuses is the production of
the COVID-19 vaccine for AstraZeneca and Oxford University.

IMPACT
Health industry

DESCRIPTION
Nu-Med is a leading operator of oncology centres and cancer treatment centres,
focusing on cancer diagnostics as well as on treatments such as chemotherapy
and radiotherapy. The company cooperates with the Polish National Health Fund
and plays a vital role to extend the reach of the oncology services infrastructure
in rural regions which are not covered by the public sector.

IMPACT
Health care facility

DESCRIPTION
Universidad Catolica San Antonio de Murcia (UCAM) is a Spanish private
university offering undergraduate and graduate academic programs to over
18,000 students.

IMPACT
Educational facility
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3.3.5. FOCUS ON PRIMARY DEALS 14

GOVERNANCE INDICATORS

As part of Kartesia’s ESG engagements, we encourage

The questionnaire is sent at year-end by Kartesia to all
15

The questionnaire includes 22 questions on governance issues allowing us to assess and monitor gender diversity

all our primary portfolio companies to perform a yearly

our primary deal companies , representing an invested

and independence within the governance and management structures, but also the degree of formalization of

ESG reporting exercise, by answering a questionnaire

amount close to 1.3 b€ (as at December 2020), out of

ESG and CSR policies, including with suppliers.

16

that we have designed internally. This questionnaire

which 28 companies

is based on the Sustainable Finance Disclosure

responded by the date of this report. 5 companies did

(89% of amount invested) had

Regulation (“SFDR”), part of the EU Sustainable Action

not send us the questionnaire completed back (3 of

Plan, and is updated on an annual basis. It includes a

which we only own a small portion of the equity, so we

set of approximately 50 questions and covers social,

do not collect the questionnaire anymore, 2 for which

governance, business ethics and environmental issues.

the management is still reviewing it as it is the first

We use it as a tool to monitor ESG performance at

reporting year for them).

Diversity within the board
Regarding board gender diversity, the average ratio of female employees is highly dependent on the companies’
sector. Note that only one company out of the 28 that filled in our questionnaire is in the “Financials” industry.
Large companies display higher number of female board members, partially explained through the larger board
member numbers.

Average ratio of female to male board members per sector
(as of Q4 2020)

portfolio level and to identify potential actions to be
taken to improve said performance.

Healthcare

4%

Information Technology

13%

< 250 employees

Consumer Discretionary
Scope of sent questionnaires as part of total AuM (except CLOs)
(as of Q4 2020)

Industrials

Average ratio of female to male board members per sector
(as of Q4 2020)

8%
7.5%

22%

4%
> 250 employees
17%

Telecommunication Services

€1.7bn

€0.4bn

Questionnaire
scope

Financials

17%

0%

Response rate: 93%

Response rate: 93%

17
companies
€1.3bn
11%
AuM

Board independence and professionalisation
No questionnaire
received
(5 companies)

The average ratio of independent board members appears consistent for small or large companies. Note that only
one company out of the 28 that filled in our questionnaire is in the “Financials” industry.

50
companies

89%
AuM

Questionnaire
received
(28 companies)

Average ratio of independent board members to tola number
of board members
(as of Q4 2020)

Healthcare

13%

Information Technology
Total AUM

Secondary deals

Primary deals

Consumer Discretionary

31%

28 portfolio companies representing 29 respondents as we treated Factoria and SMB (the DOM-TOM entity of Factoria) as two differents
entities in our stats

32

18%

24%
> 250 employees

19%

15%

Telecommunication Services

14
15 At Q4 2020, CLOs excluded
16 An ESG questionnaire for our secondary deals will be implemented during 2021

< 250 employees

10%

Industrials

Financials

Average ratio of independent board members to tola number
of board members
(as of Q4 2020)

0%

Response rate: 97%

Response rate: 97%
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CSR practices
The degree of professionalization and formalization of the CSR/ESG policies is not dependent on the portfolio
company’s size, as both small and large companies seem equally equipped.

SOCIAL INDICATORS
14 questions are related to social issues, allowing us to assess employment opportunities generated by the
portfolio’s companies, including for disabled persons.
Contribution to employment
Large companies performed slightly better than small companies on the employment ratios. Indeed, larger

Percentage of constituents where an ESG-linked variable pay
scheme for management is implemented
(as of Q4 2020)

Percentage of constituents where the board has ownership of
material CSR / ESG issues
(as of Q4 2020)

companies are usually able to provide employees with more training, internal changes of function or career
opportunities (including for disabled employees), reducing turnover. Structural sectoral differences can be
noticed, with higher turnover rates in the industrial and information technology sector.

< 250 employees

11%

10%

> 250 employees

< 250 employees

53%

Average ratio of permanent FTE over
total employees
(as of Q4 2020)
> 250 employees

Percentage of constituents where supplier code of conduct is
introduced (as of Q4 2020)

Percentage of constituents where the company has put in
place specific procedures to protect personal or sensitive data
in line with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
(as of Q4 2020)

< 250 employees

21%

> 250 employees

30%

> 250 employees

Response rate: 97%

79%

1%

25%

< 250 employees

4%

> 250 employees

14%

> 250 employees

Response rate: 93%

Response rate: 100%

Average ratio of permanent FTE over
total employees
(as of Q4 2020)

Average ratio of disabled employees
permanent FTE
(as of Q4 2020)

Average turnover ratio
(as of Q4 2020)

89%

100%

Information
Technology

85%

72%

Healthcare

90%

Consumer
Discretionary

Industrials

88%

Industrials

Telecommunication
Services

93%

Telecommunication
Services

Financials

89%

Financials

Healthcare

2%

Information
Technology

Consumer
Discretionary

Response rate: 93%
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< 250 employees

Response rate: 93%

Healthcare

Response rate: 97%

89%

Response rate: 97%

> 250 employees

< 250 employees

Average turnover ratio
(as of Q4 2020)

30%

< 250 employees
Response rate: 97%

Average ratio of disabled employees
permanent FTE
(as of Q4 2020)

6%

2%

Information
Technology
Consumer Discre
tionary

14%

20%

15%

Industrials

1%

2%

3%

Response rate: 93%

Telecommunication
Services
Financials

29%

12%

34%

Response rate: 100%
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Gender diversity

Employee health and safety

Gender diversity is largely dependent on the companies’ sector, especially at executive level. While the average

This section also addresses questions on employee’s health, and safety at work.

ratio of women as permanent employees is relatively homogeneous by company size, the ratio of number of
women at executive level diminished with smaller companies.

Average ratio of women executive level per sector
(as of Q4 2020)

Healthcare

30%

Information Technology

Consumer Discretionary

Telecommunication Services

Financials

71%

27%

Consumer Discretionary

13%

Industrials

Healthcare
Information Technology

18%

Industrials

17%

7%

Telecommunication Services

0%

Financials

Response rate: 83%

Percentage of constituents with a workplace accident prevention policy
(as of Q4 2020)

Average ratio of women permanent FTE per sector
(as of Q4 2020)

54%

32%

16%

55%

Healthcare

60%

Information Technology

75%

Consumer Discretionary

71%

Industrials

67%

< 250 employees

> 250 employees

Telecommunication Services

100%

Financials

100%

90%

Response rate: 97%

Response rate: 97%

Response rate: 100%

63%

For 2020, certain sectors, such as the healthcare sector, have been greatly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic
in terms of absenteeism. A total of 5 companies reported an average workday loss per employee greater than
10, with a maximum of 23 workdays. Companies able to swiftly introduce home-office measures, such as the
information technology companies, show lower levels of lost workdays over the observed period.

Average ration of women at executive level per sector
(as of Q4 2020)

< 250 employees

Average ration of women as permanent FTE per sector
(as of Q4 2020)

< 250 employees

12%

45%

Average workdays lost per employees sector
(as of Q4 2020)

Information Technology

> 250 employees

25%

7.8

Healthcare

0.7

Consumer Discretionary
> 250 employees

3.3

40%
Industrials

5.1

3.2

Telecommunication Services
Response rate: 83%

Response rate: 100%
Financials

0

Response rate: 100%
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ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS

3.4. CLO INVESTMENTS

Our questionnaire also includes a set of 15 questions related to the environmental impact of its portfolio’s

At Kartesia we have specific ESG procedures and KPIs for each of our asset classes. We first built specific ESG

companies. These include questions linked to carbon assessment the companies may or may not have carried out,

tools for our debt investments and, as from 2018 and the recruitment of Sharif Anbar-Colas as Head of our

as well as questions related to carbon emissions reduction initiatives and management policies.

Structured Credit strategy, for our CLO investments. Since 2018, we continuously strive to improve our ESG tools
for CLOs.

Percentage of constituents where a carbon assessment has ever been carried out
(as of Q4 2020)

Healthcare

DUE DILIGENCE PHASE
Our CLO investments are covered by the Kartesia Sustainability policy. Indeed, for this asset class, our

20%

Information Technology

policy includes a review of the CSR & ESG policy of the CLO manager and the completion of a due diligence

25%

Consumer Discretionary

0%

Industrials

0%

Telecommunication Services

0%

Financials

0%

< 250 employees

questionnaire – including an ESG section – by the CLO manager.

5%

QUARTERLY MONITORING
We monitor our CLOs on a quarterly basis through ESG KPIs.
10%

> 250 employees

MUST HAVE - The CLO manager has a formalized ESG Policy
(as of Q1 2021)

Response rate: 100%

Response rate: 100%

KCO V

Overall, only a minority of our primary portfolio companies have carried out an assessment of their carbon
footprint, concentrated in the healthcare and information technology sectors. Through our engagement actions,

100%

MUST HAVE - The CLO Manager filled in the Kartesia Due
Diligence Questionnaire
(as of Q1 2021)

KCO V

100%

KCO IV

KCO IV

KCO III

KCO III

including actions linked to ESG reporting, we aim at raising awareness on these topics. This is also the reason why
we entered a partnership with Sustainalytics in 2015 to assess the carbon footprint of our portfolio companies
using their model, in order to compensate for the lack of carbon data available amongst our portfolio companies.
Percentage of constituents where some carbon emission reduction initiatives have been introduced
(as of Q4 2020)

Healthcare

0%

Information Technology

25%

Consumer Discretionary

< 250 employees

NICE TO HAVE - The CLO Manager has a formalized CSR Policy
(as of Q1 2021)

14%

Industrials 11%

Telecommunication Services

11%

> 250 employees

30%

50%

KCO V 60%

KCO V 60%

KCO IV 78%

KCO IV 56%

KCO III
Financials

NICE TO HAVE - The CLO Manager is a signatory of the UN PRI
(as of Q1 2021)

100%

KCO III 33%

100%

Response rate: 86%

One in every three larger constituent company has implemented carbon emission reduction initiatives.
Discrepancies however remain between different industry sectors and company sizes.
Following the results of the questionnaires, our Head of CSR & ESG prepared an ESG Best Practices presentation
dedicated to our portfolio companies. Calls to review that presentation with each company, our Head of CSR &
ESG and the investment team have now started.
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INTRODUCTION OF ESG LANGUAGE AT RESET
Recently we have been taking advantage of the CLO market to reset our deals 17 . We took the opportunity to
require the addition of ESG language and sector exclusions to the reset vehicles. We have done several of these
so far and plan to continue to help spread the ESG work in this asset class. Through this initiative Kartesia
contributes to the application of ESG-principles in CLO portfolios backed by hundreds of issuers, which has a
knock-on effect on the wider European credit market, namely leveraged loans and HY bonds due to CLOs owning
a portion of the credit facility issued.

3.5. SFDR UPDATE
The Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (“SFDR”) is a legislative corpus issued by the European Commission’s
as part of its 2018 action plan for financing sustainable growth. The objective is twofold:

1

increase the transparency on how financial market participants integrate ESG risks and opportunities into their

investment decisions,

2

mobilize private investment towards sustainable investing. In addition to this, a classification system is

introduced with new disclosure requirements for certain financial products, to prevent greenwashing.

CLOs bring down the cost of capital to the borrowers in a CLO portfolio. By restricting the
population of borrowers to ESG compliant companies, we give these companies a financial
advantage over non-ESG companies that ultimately enables them to gain market leading
positions in their industries

SFDR CLASSIFICATION

KARTESIA

Article 6 covers funds which do not integrate any kind
of sustainability into the investment process.

Article 8 covers financial products promoting,

Kartesia’s KCO III, KCO IV, KCO V and KSO I

among other characteristics, environmental or

are classified under article 8. They promote

social characteristics, or a combination of those

environmental or social characteristics, but do not

characteristics, provided that the companies in which

have as their objective a sustainable investment. The

the investments are made follow good governance

funds may however invest partially in sustainable

practices.

investments.

Article 9 covers financial products targeting bespoke
sustainable investments and applies where a
financial product has sustainable investment as its
objective and an index has been designated as a
reference benchmark.

At Kartesia we have already implemented several actions to meet the new SFDR rules and regulation, including
the appointment of a full time ESG employee to oversee the transition to this new legislation. Since 2018, we
have already begun producing an annual CSR brochure to give investors and other stakeholders a clearer picture
of our ESG activity but, from this year, we are publishing a more complete Sustainability Report. We integrated
SFDR indicators in the investment due diligence process, through a ESG questionnaire. We also added ESG KPIs
in our quarterly reports to investors for all our funds to ensure there are regular comparisons to be made on
the sustainability of the portfolio and also to comply with SFDR requirements. We updated our Risk Management
Process to reflect the new SFDR monitoring performed and our Remuneration policy to add a sustainability

17

CLOs are callable between 1-2 years after they are issued, reset or refinanced. The call allows investors to change the terms of the deal. Since
CLOs performed well during the COVID-19 crisis, there was a demand from investors for new CLO investments which enabled us to exercise
these calls in 2021 in a way where they added economic value (by allowing us to extend the duration of the expected cashflows) and also make
structural enhancements such as introducing ESG language
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component. Finally, we published relevant information on SFDR on our website.
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